
31st March 2020
Week 2 - Day 2



Reading – Oxford Owls

If you have not registered at Oxford Owls yet, then please use the Year 5 usernames and passwords on the 
distance learning page.

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/find-a-book/library-page/

To access any of the free e-books.

When you have chosen a book to read, stop after every couple of pages and write in your workbook:

a) What you think about the main character.
b) What you think might happen next.

c) Also – compare your chosen book with others you have read. Can you spot any similarities? Are there 
any themes happening, for example – good triumphing over evil?

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/find-a-book/library-page/


Reading   Tuesday 31st March 2020 
The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas - Chapter 13
If you have access to a copy of the book, please read the first four pages of Chapter 13.

Or listen to the following link up to 5 minutes and 25 seconds:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qok9nhTCZ5Q

Then answer the following questions in your workbook.

1) Why is Bruno taking the food? 
2) What does narrowed her eyes suspiciously mean about what she thinks Bruno is going to ask? 
3) Maria’s face froze a little - what does that tell you about how she is feeling? 
4) When Bruno says he doesn’t understand why Pavel is not a doctor anymore, Maria replies , “Few of us 

do”. Explain what you think this means.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qok9nhTCZ5Q


Tuesday 31st March 2020

Writing:  

Songs are poems set to music!

Continue with your band work from yesterday – can you write 
another song?  This time, can you make it have a repeating 
word pattern?

Use the poetry toolbox to check which poetic devices you 
have used.



Tuesday 31st March  - Spelling Punctuation and Grammar

Spellings!

https://spellingframe.co.uk/spelling-rule/38/45-Words-with-the-sound-spelt-ei-after-c

Use the link to practise your spelling words – the rule is:  I before E, except after C.

These are the words you need to learn for a test on Friday! (Although there is nothing stopping you from 
doing a test before Friday if you think you are ready!

ceiling
conceit
deceive 
perceive

receive 
receipt
conceited 
conceive 

https://spellingframe.co.uk/spelling-rule/38/45-Words-with-the-sound-spelt-ei-after-c


Mental Maths

For 174 + 29 you could do 174 + 30  then subtract 1
For 174 – 29 you could do 174 – 30 then add 1
This is called adjusting.

This method works well 
when both numbers end 
in zeroes.

This method works well with most numbers but is 
better with numbers not ending in 0, 1 or 9.

Try sorting (and solving) the 
numbers on the next page into 
three groups.

Print if you can, and stick in 
books.
Otherwise, just write them.



Mental Maths



Tuesday 31st March 2020. LO calculate the volume of cuboids:

We are learning about VOLUME and CAPACITY this week:

Follow these links to find out what the words mean:

https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/capacity.html

https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/volume.html

Go and do a quick experiment – fill up a jug, glass or bottle, Capacity is the total amount of 3D space INSIDE
the container.

Volume is the amount of space the object itself occupies.

All of these are measured in (units) cubed.  E.g. cm 3

https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/capacity.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/volume.html


There are 2 layers – each one has 4 rows of 3 cubes (or 3 rows of 4 
depending on which way up you would hold it!)

So:  2 x 3 x 4 = 24cm

OR 4 layers – each one with 2 x 3 cubes.  4 x 2 x 3  

Either way, you still get 24 cms cubed!

Tuesday 31st March 2020. LO calculate the volume of cuboids:

To work out the volume of a cuboid use the formula length x width x height = ?3

Volume is always written to the power of 3 -Using a ‘flying’ 3.
1cm3 = 1ml

http://www.interactivestuff.org/sums4fun/3dboxes.html

3 (Say: Twenty-four centimetres cubed.)

http://www.interactivestuff.org/sums4fun/3dboxes.html


Tuesday 31st March 2020. LO calculate the volume of cuboids:

Play this game – remember to count one layer and then work out how many layers there are altogether.

http://www.interactivestuff.org/sums4fun/3dboxes.html

http://www.interactivestuff.org/sums4fun/3dboxes.html


Tuesday 31st March 2020. LO calculate the volume of cuboids:

Now complete the MyMaths task set today on Volume and Capacity.

Remember to count the cubes that you can’t see.



Curriculum - Music

Do you know your notes on the treble clef?

(Think back to your learning in Year 4)

If you have written a melody for your song, can you record it using musical notation? Use the blank music sheet to
jot down your ideas.  If you have access to a keyboard (real or on an ipad or tablet), practise it and see what happens.

If you find this too tricky, then make up a simple tune using crotchets and minims.  Try clapping your rhythm. 


